New saturn outlook

New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Saturn Outlook Features and Specs Year
Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain All-Wheel Drive. Fuel System DI. Maximum Horsepower RPM
Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts Transmission Order Code MH6.
Transmission Description Automatic. Number of Transmission Speeds 6. First Gear Ratio :1 4.
Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth
Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 2. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy
and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without
mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum
Ground Clearance inches 7. Rear Door Opening Width inches Liftover Height inches NA. Interior
Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room
inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches Second Row Head Room inches
Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Second Row Hip Room
inches Third Row Head Room inches Third Row Leg Room inches Third Row Shoulder Room
inches Third Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Height inches NA.
Trunk Space cubic feet NA. Steering Type Variable Effort Pwr. Steering Ratio :1 Turns, lock to
lock 2. Brake Type Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x
thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches 13 x 0. Rear Drums, diameter
x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 18 x 7. Front Wheel Material
Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 18 x 7. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size
inches Compact. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire Size Compact. Maximum Trailer Weight,
dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum
Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing
hitch pounds Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Maximum Alternator Capacity
amps Premium Trim Package includes IP2 leather-appointed first and second row seats, protein
vinyl third row, KA1 heated driver and front passenger seats and AH5 driver 8-way power seat
adjuster. Engine, 3. Battery, high capacity, maintenance-free with rundown protection. Wheels, "
x 7. Wheel, 17" Mirrors, outside heated power-adjustable, body-color, manual-folding with
integrated turn signal indicators. Glass, Solar-Ray deep-tinted all windows except light-tinted
glass on windshield and driver-and front passenger-side glass. XM Radio. XM Radio includes 3
trial months of service. XM turns your world on with commercial-free music channels from Rock
to Jazz, Country to Classical, Latin Pop to Hip Hop, and virtually everything in between, all in
amazing digital sound. Plus XM brings you the biggest names in news and talk, outrageous
comedy, award-winning family programming -- wherever you go from coast to coast. Exclusive
live concerts, Oprah and Friends, Radio Disney, and so much more. Find what turns you on
Available only in the 48 contiguous United States. Visit gm. Seat trim, leather-appointed seating
on first and second rows, protein vinyl on third row. Seat adjuster, driver 8-way power with
power lumbar adjuster. Instrumentation enhanced Driver Information Center with
personalization features, speedometer, tachometer, outside temperature display, low oil, fuel
and coolant indicators, odometer, trip odometer, trip computer and U80 8-point digital compass.
Windows, power with driver Express-Down and lockout features. Door locks, power with
lockout protection XR models include programmable feature. Universal Home Remote, includes
garage door opener, programmable. Air conditioning, dual-zone automatic climate control with
individual climate settings for driver and right-front passenger. StabiliTrak, with enhanced
rollover protection. Air bags frontal and side-impact for driver and right-front passenger and
head curtain side-impact for all rows in outboard seating positions Head curtain side air bags
are designed to help reduce the risk of head and neck injuries to front and rear seat occupants
on the near side of certain side-impact collisions. Always use safety belts and the correct child
restraints for your child's age and size. Even in vehicles equipped with air bags and the
Passenger Sensing System, children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat. Never place
a rear-facing infant restraint in the front seat of any vehicle equipped with an active frontal air
bag. See the vehicle's Owner's Manual and child safety seat instructions for more safety
information. Passenger Sensing System Always use safety belts and the correct child restraints
for your child's age and size. OnStar, 1-year of Safe and Sound plan. OnStar acts as a link to
existing emergency service providers. Diagnostic capability varies by model. Visit onstar. For a
list of vehicles with Automatic Crash Notification visit onstar. Not available with certain FDR
order types. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. The Outlook went on
sale in as a model. The Chevrolet Traverse would ultimately take the place of the Outlook as the
family-oriented model following the introduction of the Traverse for the model year, and the
demise of the Outlook, along with the rest of the Saturn brand in , with the model year being the
final model year for the Outlook. The Saturn Outlook was discontinued after the model year. The
Outlook was powered by the 3. Both versions use the Hydra-Matic 6T75 six-speed automatic
transmission , and available with either front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. The Outlook can

seat eight in a three-row setting. In the press release accompanying the Outlook's launch, GM
emphasized the "industry first" SmartSlide second row. In case of both bench seat or captain
chairs, the seat cushion flips forward while the seat is being slid forward, which allows for
"compression" of the space used by the seat in the foremost position. If the third seat is folded,
this allows for expansion of the cargo area. The system also allows for fore-aft adjustment of
the middle seat to change the spacing between the second and third-row seats for more
legroom. In December , all production and sales of the Outlook and the GMC Acadia were
temporarily stopped due to the engine mounts not having holes drilled to release accumulated
water, as well as an issue with potentially faulty rivets in the load floor just forward of the rear
hatch. The assembly process was quickly adjusted, and dealerships were told to fix the
problems themselves before offering the Outlook or the Acadia for sale again. Sales resumed
within days of the notice. Production of the Outlook was halted in late However, in February GM
resumed production of the Outlook to use up remaining parts prior to the closing of the Saturn
division. It is not known how or where they were sold. Following its discontinuation, the
bodyshell of the Outlook was revived as a mid-cycle refresh of the GMC Acadia. The bodyshell
of the Acadia was mostly unchanged from the Saturn Outlook, GM had only made changes to
the Acadia where necessary. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. January 3,
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Archived from the original on Retrieved Saturn
automobile timeline, â€” Categories : All-wheel-drive vehicles Mid-size sport utility vehicles
Crossover sport utility vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles Saturn vehicles Cars introduced in
Vehicles built in Lansing, Michigan Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden
categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with dead external links from November
Articles with permanently dead external links Articles needing additional references from
September All articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Full-size crossover SUV.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Saturn Outlook. Compact car. S series. Mid-size car.
L series. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Concept car. The Saturn Outlook is the least desirable
model out of GM's "Lambda" stable, but it still provides just about everything you'll need from a
large crossover SUV. Now in its third year, the Saturn Outlook continues to be one of the better
choices for a large family in need of transportation. Thanks to its spacious dimensions and
class-leading cargo space, the Outlook can easily serve as a respectable minivan replacement.
And the Outlook's all-wheel drive and respectable towing capacity ensures SUV-like versatility.
This year, Saturn has updated the Outlook's V6 with direct fuel-injection technology, which
provides a bit more horsepower and torque as compared to last year. The rest of the powertrain
remains the same, although Saturn's made sure to keep the rest of the Outlook up to date with
its entertainment and convenience features by adding Bluetooth phone capability and some
new, upgraded Bose audio systems. Previous to this, the Saturn was the least expensive of the
original three, yet it was the slowest selling by a considerable margin. Now there's the Traverse,
which is priced similarly yet is more distinctively styled and has more available features. Even
the new Ford Flex is worth considering, as it offers agile carlike handling combined with a
modern, sleek design. But considering its overall capabilities, the Saturn Outlook remains a
great choice for families in need of space and utility. There are two trim lines: XE and XR. The
XR adds roof rails, foglights, variable-effort power steering, a power driver seat, leather seating,
a leather-wrapped steering wheel with remote audio controls, wood-grain interior trim,
dual-zone climate control, an auto-dimming rearview mirror and Bluetooth. Options, depending
on the trim level, include xenon headlights, a dual-pane sunroof, a power liftgate, remote engine
start, rear parking sensors, premium audio systems, a rear DVD entertainment system and a
navigation system with a back-up camera and real-time traffic updates. Other options include
front seat heaters, a power passenger seat and driver memory positioning. If you order
second-row captain's chairs, seating capacity drops to seven but you gain an optional center
console between the seats. In addition, many of the XR's standard features can be added to the
base model. A variety of wheel choices and sizes are also available, including optional inch
wheels on XR trims. The Outlook XE has a 3. The XR model's dual exhaust boosts those
numbers to hp and lb-ft. Power is sent through a standard six-speed automatic transmission,
and both trims are available as either front-wheel or all-wheel drive. Properly equipped, the
Outlook is capable of towing up to 4, pounds. The AWD version checks in at just 1 mpg less.
Standard safety features include antilock brakes, rollover-sensing stability control, front-seat
side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and GM's OnStar service. In crash tests, the Saturn

Outlook scored an optimal five out of five stars in both front- and side-impact evaluations
conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. While the Saturn Outlook
doesn't have the sporty character of, say, the Mazda CX-9, it's easy and pleasant to drive,
especially considering the vehicle's size and hefty 4,pound curb weight. The ride quality is
smooth and forgiving without being overly soft. And although the fuel economy-minded
six-speed automatic transmission can be sluggish with downshifts, the new V6's additional
power should be enough to pull the Outlook through during demanding driving. The Outlook's
cabin is both functional and pleasing to the eye. The faux wood in XR models is convincing
enough, and the overall quality of interior materials is impressive. However, many of the buttons
on the dashboard are a bit too small and similar-looking, making them hard to find and operate.
The first- and second-row seats are comfortable and can easily fit children or adults. The third
row might not feel as roomy as a minivan, but it still offers more space than the average
crossover SUV. Access to rear seating is easy thanks to the second row's "Smart Slide" feature,
which flips the cushions up as the seatback slides forward, creating a wide path of entry. Cargo
capacity is 24 cubic feet with all seats up, and a class-leading cubic feet with all rear seats
down. I've owned the XR for a about 1 year and it has been great. The only drawback is the
transmission is a little sluggish when trying to excelerate in automatic mode. The problem is
reduced when you use manual mode. If you know you are coming up on a situation like entering
a crowded interstate you'll need to manually downshift to 4 or 5 to be able to have sufficient
power to merge. The first time I did this I was in automatic mode and scared the hell out of me.
The another minor item is when filling the tank. Be aware that a sleeve is in the opening so the
nosel is partically sealed triggering shutoff prematurely. I can get another gallon in the tank by
pulling the nosel back when filling. I have almost had this vehicle for a year. I just love it. It
drives like a dream and I get very good gas mileage on mine. I love the style and look of it. It has
plenty of room and is very comfortable to drive and ride in. Wish I hadn't got the black interior
because it shows everything. But other than that it is my third Saturn and like with the others, I
have had a great experience. This vehicle handles and feels more like a large upscale sports
sedan than an 8 passenger SUV. If needed, there is plenty of power from the direct injection
engine. The six speed transmission helps with rapid acceleration and the highway gas mileage.
However, you have to have a light touch on the gas pedal to obtain decent gas mileage in stop
and go driving. The interior is spacious, the seats are extremely comfortable and the sunroof
and backseat skylight are a nice touch. This is by far the most elegant and stable suv I have
ever owned. They all pale in comparison to the Outlook. Write a review. See all 17 reviews.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Saturn Outlook and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Outlook 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Outlook. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Saturn Outlook and all model years in
our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Outlook
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Saturn Outlook. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified
pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP,
average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is

the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Saturn Saturn Outlook. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Small dashboard buttons aren't user-friendly, transmission can be slow to
downshift. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. The Saturn Outlook gets a
bump in power and torque thanks to direct-injection technology for the 3. Bluetooth is now
optional on the base XE trim levels and standard on the upgraded XR trims. There are also two
new optional Bose audio systems, real-time traffic capability for the navigation system and
optional inch wheels for the XR trim level. Sponsored cars related to the Outlook. Most helpful
consumer reviews 4. The Edmunds experts tested the Outlook both on the road and at the track.
You probably care about Saturn Outlook fuel economy, so it's important to know that the
Outlook gets an EPA-estimated 19 mpg. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking
about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Outlook has And then there's safety
and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Saturn Outlook is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Outlook. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Outlook's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Saturn Outlook is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the Outlook is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our
expert testing team Learn more. If you're interested in the Saturn Outlook, the next question is,
which Outlook model is right for you? What do people think of the Saturn Outlook? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Saturn Outlook and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was
written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for
a New Saturn Outlook? Which Saturn Outlooks are available in my area? Can't find a new
Saturn Outlooks you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Saturn Outlook? Check out Saturn lease specials. Sign Up. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2003 subaru outback o2 sensor
1980 ez go golf cart wiring diagram
jeep liberty tail light problems
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

